INTRODUCTION {#sec1-1}
============

With the increasing volume of online biomedical research publications and electronic medical records, reading and manually processing each and every text document for research is no longer feasible. In the era of big data, algorithmically extracting necessary information from large corpora of scientific articles and clinical reports becomes a sine qua non for coping with the exponential growth of scientific knowledge. To that end, we need intelligent and effective text mining techniques to extract relevant information from unstructured data and make them available to health-care researchers. In most biomedical studies, the data comprise measurements of analytes in biological specimens; hence, the algorithms of interest should be capable of extracting not only analyte and specimen information, but also the pertinent numeric quantities of analytes along with their units of measures. The question is how well can we do that using the modern tools and techniques?

Biomedical information extraction (BMIE) has captured the interests of researchers in recent years. The literature on BMIE has been primarily focused on the detection of biomedical topics\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3]\] and extraction of gene and protein information from text.\[[@ref4][@ref5][@ref6]\] Although the volume of publications on disease and chemical compound detection in unstructured text has been steadily growing,\[[@ref7]\] there are very few studies published on detecting diagnostic laboratory information and related biomedical named entities.

This study tackles this neglected area of BMIE research and attempts to gauge how well existing methods perform to extract diagnostic laboratory information from narrative text. More specifically, the focus of the study is how to distinguish a particular specimen or a particular measurement value of interest (e.g., 2.5 mg/dL) among a number of other, less relevant specimens and measurement values that are also discussed in the same text. The existing machine learning methods, which are quite successful in detecting well-defined classes of named entities such as units of measures (e.g., kg, mg, dL, mg/dL), are not as capable of deciding on which numeric measure is of interest. This study demonstrates that symbolic approaches may have an edge over learning methods in distinguishing relevancy among named entity values (e.g., a particular analyte detection limit of a diagnostic lab device), which requires differentiation of entities and their values at a very fine level of granularity.

Although the majority of terms used in our symbolic methods are domain specific, these methods are in general, readily transferable to different named entity recognition and information extraction problems in other domains.

BACKGROUND {#sec1-2}
==========

Text mining is a major research area of biomedical informatics.\[[@ref8]\] We need reliable methods for extracting scientific facts and experimental results from biomedical literature as well as extracting clinical information from clinical narrative reports. Current methods and tools have been tested on various biomedical entities.\[[@ref1][@ref2][@ref3][@ref4][@ref5][@ref6][@ref7]\] Even though laboratory test information are crucial components of any clinical narrative, the authors could not find in the literature a single pathology informatics study on detecting and extracting laboratory test information from narrative text.

Data {#sec2-1}
----

The study data came from a document corpus maintained by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA), containing a rich set of information on laboratory tests and test devices. Section 510(K) of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act\[[@ref9]\] requires medical device manufacturers to notify the U.S. FDA of their intent to market a medical device at least 90 days in advance. In general, every premarket notification (PMN) needs to demonstrate that the device to be marketed is substantially equivalent to (i.e., at least as safe and effective as) a legally marketed device (referred to as the predicate).\[[@ref10]\] For each *in-vitro* diagnostic device, FDA reviews its application and generates a decision summary, determining whether the proposed device is substantially equivalent to the predicate device. FDA has made these decision summaries publically available in a downloadable PDF format. We obtained these decision summaries by querying the 510(K) PMN database\[[@ref11]\] using 510(K) numbers. Decision summaries provides this study a rich and valuable set of laboratory test information, such as specimens and analytes that were used in and measured by the corresponding medical devices.

Laboratory test information can be found in a wide range of biomedical articles -- from scientific text describing results of clinical trials to clinical reports and from drug inserts to consumer health news. Mining any of these corpora would provide a different set of facts to build our knowledge base. Although the corpus of FDA decision summaries is not identical to any other information sources, the problems of laboratory information extraction from this corpus and others are expected to be similar. Given FDA decision summaries are free from copyright and protected health information, yet abundant with valuable laboratory test information, they comprise an almost ideal text corpus for this study.

Once laboratory information is extracted, they can be utilized in various ways depending upon the information source. For example, it can be fed into Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC),\[[@ref12]\] which is a universal code system for identifying laboratory and clinical observations. Medical device manufacturers can benefit from such structured information. If the information source is about a clinical trial, the information can be input into the clinical trials registry.\[[@ref13]\] If the source is a journal article, the information can be used to enrich the corresponding PubMed/MEDLINE\[[@ref14]\] entry as well as various biomedical databases.\[[@ref15]\]

Natural Language Processing Methods {#sec2-2}
-----------------------------------

Information extraction methods can be viewed in at least two distinct sets of approaches: Symbolic NLP\[[@ref5][@ref16][@ref17][@ref18][@ref19][@ref20]\] and (machine) learning approaches.\[[@ref21][@ref22][@ref23][@ref24][@ref25]\] Hybrid approaches combining symbolic and learning approaches have also been used.\[[@ref26]\] An NLP system is qualified as a symbolic system when its inference is based mainly on linguistic (syntactic and semantic) information.\[[@ref27][@ref28]\] In this study, we developed a symbolic information extraction (SIE) method to detect four types of diagnostic laboratory entities (specimens, analytes, units of measures and detection limits) and extract their values from unstructured text. We evaluated SIE along with three types of learning methods, namely conditional random fields (CRFs), hidden Markov models (HMMs) and support vector machines (SVMs) and compared their performances on recall, precision and *F*-measure.

Symbolic Approaches {#sec2-3}
-------------------

Symbolic approaches use manually constructed linguistic rules and regular expressions to detect entities and to extract their values from text. Symbolic methods, which usually are domain specific, enable experts to code their domain knowledge into algorithms; hence, the inference of entities of interest is driven by knowledge (i.e., not by data). Well-designed symbolic methods may perform with high precision and low error rates.\[[@ref22]\] They may be capable of detecting lexically complex entities (e.g., those represented in long noun phrases), which are challenging for current learning models in general.\[[@ref29]\] On the other hand, they may also be brittle due to narrowness of represented knowledge and their performance degradation may be drastic when the domain characteristics change slightly.\[[@ref30]\]

Some symbolic systems were designed to extract information about people, organizations and locations,\[[@ref17][@ref18][@ref31]\] while others to extract biomedical entities such as genes, proteins or organisms. For example, Crowley *et al*., developed a Cancer Tissue Information Extraction system that performed concept coding of cancer tissue specimens using regular expression matching, gazetteer lookup, concept filters and other symbolic methods.\[[@ref32]\] Fukuda *et al*., constructed rules for recognizing proteins, genes and chemical compounds in the text using linguistic constraints as well as lexical and contextual information.\[[@ref5]\] Narayanaswamy *et al*., developed a BMIE system that detects protein names based on surface information on character strings without requiring any specific term dictionary.\[[@ref19]\]

Machine Learning Approaches {#sec2-4}
---------------------------

Machine learning approaches contain rule learning and model learning methods. Rule learning methods inductively construct a set of classification rules that maximize a target performance metric based on correctly labeled entities in a training dataset.\[[@ref33][@ref34][@ref35][@ref36]\] Model learning on the other hand, involves learning parameters of a predefined probabilistic structure such as HMM and CRF,\[[@ref6][@ref25][@ref37]\] and in rare occasions, it may also involve learning model structures in tandem.\[[@ref38]\]

Probabilistic learning methods have been widely used in BMIE, especially since the announcement of GENIA corpus.\[[@ref39]\] To the best of our knowledge, there is no existing probabilistic learning system that is capable of distinguishing relevancy among various values of the same biomedical entity; e.g., distinguishing the 2-mg/dL detection limit of a diagnostic laboratory device for a particular analyte from ten other impertinent measurements between 0.5 and 20 mg/dL.

HMMs have often been used for sequential data labeling such as named entity recognition and information extraction in natural language text.\[[@ref6][@ref21][@ref40][@ref41]\] In the token-based NLP tasks, an HMM maximizes the joint probability *p*(**x, y**), where **x** and **y** are sequences of input tokens (and token features) and the output labels, respectively. Token features typically include orthographical and morphological characteristics. Standard HMMs assume that input features are conditionally independent given their associated label. However, the issue related to this assumption is one of the most fundamental problems in sequential data labeling task\[[@ref42]\] such as the BMIE task described in this paper.

LingPipe is a platform for various text processing tasks, including named entity recognition, word sense disambiguation, spelling correction and topic classification.\[[@ref43]\] LingPipe\'s trainable probabilistic named entity recognizer is based on a first-order HMM and can be used to detect news entities (e.g., people, locations and organizations) or biomedical entities (e.g., genes, organisms, malignancies and chemicals).

CRFs\[[@ref44]\] are another type of graphical models, which are often used for labeling or parsing natural language text or biological sequences.\[[@ref24][@ref37][@ref45]\] In contrast to HMMs, CRF models are trained to maximize the conditional probability *p*(**y\|x**), where **x** and **y** are sequences of input tokens along with token features and the output labels, respectively. This conditional nature relaxes the independence assumption required by HMMs while provides tractability for inference.

BANNER\[[@ref37]\] is an open-source biomedical named entity recognition system. It incorporates a number of token features including lemmatization, part-of-speech tags, numeric normalization and shallow syntax features. For sequential labeling, BANNER employs Mallet version 0.4, which implements a second-order CRF.\[[@ref24]\]

Another learning algorithm that is frequently used in natural language text labeling is SVMs.\[[@ref22][@ref46]\] Like CRF models, SVMs may incorporate dependent input features. We used an SVM model implemented in GATE, which is an NLP framework for software development.\[[@ref47]\] This particular implementation of SVM introduces the so-called uneven margins parameter to handle unbalanced training sets like ours, where only a small number of mentions of the laboratory test entities of interest exist in the text.

In contrast to the symbolic knowledge-based methods, where knowledge is encoded manually, machine learning methods are data-driven, where knowledge is implicitly encoded in numeric parameters. Depending on the size and quality of the training corpus, algorithmic knowledge acquisition processes may enable machine learning systems to avert the brittleness problem, which generally afflicts symbolic systems due to their narrowly focused knowledge. Machine learning methods are effective in detecting entities as long as their features (entities of interest or lexical pointers to them) come from a limited set of lexical terms represented fully in the training dataset.

Training Corpus {#sec2-5}
---------------

The size and quality of the training (data) are important criteria that affect the performance of a machine learning system. The performance of a learning system usually improves asymptotically as the training size increases. It is difficult to determine a priori what the optimum training size would be because it depends on a number of factors such as the number of features that the learning system uses, the prevalence and distributions of the classes to be predicted in the population and the complexity of the problem. In reality, the training size is determined usually by the constraints of the real world -- the availability of the data and the cost of annotation that the organization could afford.

Testing the optimum training size is usually a separate research question by itself and is rarely performed when different learning systems are compared; however, Tawari\[[@ref48]\] studied the effect of various training sizes on an information extraction problem that was very similar to ours. He extracted from web pages three different types of information, product names, product prices and product images, using a CRF and two different SVM methods. The training sizes were varied between 40 and 130 cases. In all experiments, the *F*-measures had improved slightly by 5.25 ± 3.25% as the training size increased from 40 to 130. Given the amount of variance overlaps between the results of the smallest and largest training datasets, it is likely that the performance improvements were not statistically significant.

METHODS {#sec1-3}
=======

We constructed a number of rules to detect the named entities of interest from unstructured text. In the first phase, they yielded a large set of potential named entities (candidates), which we later pruned into a smaller set using a likelihood ranking metric.

Document Preprocessing {#sec2-6}
----------------------

FDA decision summaries usually contain a document title and multiple sections dedicated to the intended use and descriptions of technological characteristics of the device. This observation can easily be translated into a rule of symbolic methods, but it is significantly harder for a generic machine learning system to identify such relations. Our system associates each token with sentence and document section information and uses them in inference. To utilize such document structure information, we process the document through a pipeline of preprocessors: Document section detection, sentence boundary detection and sentence tokenization (into "words").

We performed document structure analysis to detect document sections. Recall that we need to convert the PDF documents downloaded from the FDA website to plain text documents. Unfortunately, surface characteristics of section headers such as increased font size, boldness and italicization were lost during the conversion from PDF format to plain text. As most section headers are labeled using all uppercase or first-letter uppercase letters and enumerated with Arabic or Roman numerals, we used regular expressions to match section headers and their numbers. We also used rules such as the maximum number of tokens allowed in a header and the punctuation-character rule to differentiate a section header from regular sentences in the text body. Subsections were detected analogously within each section of the document.

We used regular expressions to detect sentence\[[@ref49]\] and token boundaries. At the end of the preprocessing step, we attained a hierarchical document structure of sections, sentences and token sequences.

Extracting Diagnostic Lab Data {#sec2-7}
------------------------------

We extracted information for four types of named entities: Analytes, specimens, units of measures and detection limits \[[Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}\]. Detection limit defines the sensitivity of the diagnostic device for a particular analyte measured in a particular specimen. It is expressed as a number associated with a unit of measure. Obviously, detecting the proper unit of measure is a prerequisite for extracting detection limits. Analytes and specimens are closely related as well. Due to these dependencies, we searched these four entities in the following order: (1) Analyte names, (2) specimen names, (3) units of measures and (4) detection limits.

###### 

Laboratory test entities and symbolic methods to extract them

![](JPI-4-23-g001)

### Filters and Trigger Events {#sec3-1}

The types of both specimens and units of measures are finite. It is unlikely that a new specimen type or a new unit of measure would be introduced in a decision summary. We built filters for our system based on our background knowledge along with external knowledge sources. Using a large collection of de-identified clinical laboratory test records, we compiled a list of analytes and a list of units of measures. We also extracted a list of specimen names and their variants from LOINC.\[[@ref12]\] Although not all-encompassing, these two lists greatly helped us recognize required information and filter out the noise.

As we process new documents, we may find a few new named entities and numerous new variants of the known ones that are not on the lists. We thus devised lexical rules, which we call trigger events, to detect such new forms. Certain words such as sample, specimen, detection limit and limit of detection (LOD) are usually present within multiword noun phrases of interest and alert the algorithm to check the words surrounding them. These trigger events enable us to detect multiword named entities that are not in our specimen, analyte, or unit of measure list (e.g., head hair sample); thus, they may not be identified through simple dictionary lookups. For example, trigger events may yield false positive results in cases such as patient sample or 20 specimens but the algorithm would filter out such false positive results by verifying that the word patient and the number 20 were not in our list of specimen types.

### Contextualization {#sec3-2}

Besides filters and trigger events, contextualization is also an effective tool to improve accuracy. In this study, context is signified by sections, which have been identified at the document preprocessing stage as referred above. In most cases, a decision summary contains a section titled as analyte or Measurand, where analytes measured by the laboratory test are discussed; thus, the algorithm should focus on this section to detect the analyte of interest.

Contextualization also helps us decide on what to look for and select the appropriate pattern recognition method accordingly. For example, intended use sections frequently discuss about analytes in conjunction with the corresponding specimens in the same sentence, which we can detect both using a regular expression as described below.

### Pattern Recognition in the Sentence {#sec3-3}

When filters and trigger events fail to recognize an entity of interest, our system may still capture it using patterns that are spread throughout a sentence in the Intended Use section. This technique is effective when the analyte and the specimen of interest are expressed in the same sentence. [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} shows a deterministic finite state automaton (DFSA) with three distinct paths, each representing a pattern of collocations of analytes and specimens in the same sentence \[[Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"} refers examples\].

![Finite state automaton representing collocation patterns for analytes and specimens](JPI-4-23-g002){#F1}

###### 

Examples of analyte and specimen names extracted using pattern recognition
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Pattern 1: \@detection of \$analyte in \$specimen \@delimiter/connector

Pattern 2: \@detect \$analyte in \$specimen \@delimiter/connector

Pattern 3: Use \$specimen to \@detect \$analyte \@delimiter/connector.

The variables in the DFSA are:

\@detection, which is a noun (e.g., detection, characterization, identification, determination, measurement, assessment, or evaluation) playing a trigger event role for detecting analytes\@detect, a verb (e.g., detect, characterize, identify, determine, measure, assess, or evaluate) triggering analyte recognition\@delimiter/connector, either a punctuation character (e.g., period or semicolon) specifying a context boundary or a connecting word (e.g., from, with, who, whose, which, or that); and\$analyte and \$specimen, which are target entities to be detected.

Handling of unknown words and long compounding word sequences are challenges in BMIE.\[[@ref4]\] Pattern recognition methods, such as the ones described above, can help us detect long noun phrases or even unknown words that are not contained in our dictionaries or thesauri. As shown in [Table 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, long noun phrases such as clinician-collected female endocervical and male urethral swab specimens, patient-collected vaginal swab specimens (in a clinical setting), and male and female urine specimens were correctly identified as specimen names.

While pattern recognition described in this section is the major technique for detecting analytes and specimens, filters and trigger events as described above and contextualization stage as described above play important roles to reduce the number of false positive labels produced by the pattern recognition techniques.

For recognizing detection limit quantities, we use regular expressions and rely on trigger events and contextualization to filter out false positives. For recognizing units of measures, filtering and trigger events play a major role. [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"} shows a summary of techniques used for detecting these laboratory test entities.

In general, using only one of these techniques can detect named entities, which however might not be the laboratory test entities of interest. It is a combination of these techniques that together reduce the number of false positives and improve accuracy.

Candidate Ranking {#sec2-8}
-----------------

The methods discussed above yield a list of potential entities that require a post-processing step to pinpoint the most plausible candidates. For example, specimen filtering may detect the term blood, which however, may not be the specimen of interest. Identifying the relevant specimen may require the consideration of all pertinent factors, namely whether the specimen name is nearby a trigger event (e.g., blood sample), whether it is part of a known pattern \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\], or whether it is mentioned in a section such as intended use, where specimens of interest are discussed frequently. All these factors contribute to the likelihood of relevancy. After candidates of analyte, specimen and unit of measure and detection limit are recognized from the text, we rank them using a metric based on the following four scoring models: Frequency, distance, domain knowledge and context. For the rest of this section, let *E* represent a specific candidate entity instance (e.g., blood) and *T~E~* represent the entity type of *E* (i.e., analyte, specimen, unit of measure, or detection limit).

### Frequency {#sec3-4}

The relevancy of a named entity *E* is proportional to its relative frequency in the document, given all named entities of the same type. For example, if blood is mentioned in a document more frequently than any other specimen, it probably is the specimen of interest. The Frequency score for a specific entity E is calculated as defined in Equation (1):

![](JPI-4-23-g004.jpg)

Since we normalize the raw entity frequency by the total frequency of all entities of the same type, the resulting score always lies between 0 and 1. Note that this frequency-based ranking method applies to all four entity types, i.e., analyte, specimen, unit of measure and detection limit.

### Distance {#sec3-5}

The relevancy of a non-analyte named entity *E* increases as it gets closer to the analyte term *R* in the document. Its ranking score is inversely proportional to its distance to *R*. Since there can be multiple instances for each analyte term *R*, let *S^R^* denote the set of instances of *R*. For each instance *R~i~* in set *S^R^*, let d (*E*, *R~i~*) be the number of sentences (within the same section) from *E* to *R~i~* If *E* and *R~i~* are mentioned in the same sentence then *d* = 0, but if they are located in two subsequent sentences then *d* = 1. The distance score of entity *E* is inversely proportional to the Shortest Distance between *E* and *R~i~* over all *R~i~* ∈ *S^R^*, which takes the form in Equation (2):

![](JPI-4-23-g005.jpg)

Where,

*R~i~* ∈ *S^R^*

### Domain Knowledge {#sec3-6}

The name space of units of measures is well-constrained. Any scientist or clinician can easily distinguish most units of measures from other arbitrary character strings based on their domain knowledge. We captured that particular knowledge from 2.7 million structured clinical laboratory records by associating each distinct unit of measure E with its prevalence P(E) that is the probability of its occurrence in the laboratory records (Equation (3)).

Domain~score~ (*E*) = *P*(*E*) (3)

### Context {#sec3-7}

The context score applies to the numerical quantity of a detection limit and its associated unit of measure instance. We assign 1s to their context scores when such a numerical quantity is followed by a known unit of measure (Equation (4)).

![](JPI-4-23-g006.jpg)

We obtain the final score of an entity by averaging these four scoring models. The inclusion of models toward the final score depends on the entity type as presented in the Ranked-by column of [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}. For example, for analytes, the frequency score is equivalent to the final score; whereas for specimens, the equally weighted linear combination of frequency and distance scores determines the final score. The algorithm outputs the highest ranked entity for every entity type and filters out the rest.

EVALUATION {#sec1-4}
==========

We developed a prototype SIE system, based on methods described in the "Methods" as above on a set of FDA decision summaries and tested its performance on a randomly selected, separate (disjoint) set of decision summaries. We also chose three software packages BANNER, LingPipe and GATE, which are implementations of CRF, HMM and SVM, respectively (Section "Machine Learning Approaches"). We evaluated the results of SIE, CRF, HMM and SVM comparatively on the same test set.

Dataset {#sec2-9}
-------

We randomly selected 50 FDA decision summaries from a total of 1900 documents available at the FDA\'s website.\[[@ref11]\] We excluded from this set three decision summaries, each reporting about multiple analytes. Exclusion of these three documents provided uniformity to the dataset and greatly simplified the analyses. In our dataset, each decision summary was associated with at most one analyte, one unit of measure and one detection limit but could contain multiple specimens.

Since the three machine learning systems that we tested in this study are generic named entity recognition systems, they output entity location and frequency information by labeling each token either as an entity or not. To generate training documents for them, we used the IOB tagging scheme\[[@ref50]\] and manually labeled every token as B-X, I-X, or O, where B represents the beginning, I represents the inside, O represents the outside of an entity. The suffix X denotes one of the four entity types: Analyte, Specimen, Unit, or Limit. [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"} illustrates an IOB tagging example where analyte and specimen names were manually annotated. To evaluate the performance of each system, we compared all predicted labels against these annotations; hence, we refer this annotation set as the gold standard. There is 1105 analyte, 877 specimen, 833 unit of measure and 70 detection limit instances/observations in this dataset. Note that information about locations of multiple instantiations of the same entity would be crucial for a named recognition study, but is out of the scope of an information extraction study.

![Example of manual annotations using the IOB tagging scheme](JPI-4-23-g007){#F2}

Experimental Method {#sec2-10}
-------------------

We tested every machine learning system through a leave-one-out cross-validation\[[@ref51]\] experiment on the 47 documents. That is we tested each document (without labels) by using the remaining 46 labeled documents as the training data and iterated the process 47 times to test all available documents. We repeated the cross-validation experiment for every machine learning system.

We tested the CRF model implemented on BANNER using its default input feature set that includes part-of-speech tags, lemmatization, character prefix and suffixes, character n-grams, letter-case of tokens, numeric normalization, Roman numerals and Greek letters. We did not alter BANNER\'s default training parameters in our experiments.

We tested the JAVA version of SVM implemented on GATE. In our experiments, we decided to stick to the parameter setting as suggested in the GATE User Guide for information extraction and used its token-string, token-kind (e.g., word, number, punctuation, or space), token-orthography and part-of-speech features.\[[@ref52]\]

We tested HMM implemented on LingPipe using its trainable named entity recognizer, CharLmRescoringChunker, which is a first-order Markov model and claimed to be the most accurate one among the three chunkers provided by LingPipe.\[[@ref53]\] The parameter settings for the three machine learning systems are detailed in [Appendix 1](#App1){ref-type="app"}.

Recall that SIE is an information extraction system producing a set of entities per document without duplications; whereas, the three machine learning systems are generic named entity recognition systems labeling every instantiation of the same entity in various locations in the document. We mapped multiple prediction instances of the same entity into one so that we could fairly compare the information extraction results of different systems. When instances of an entity were associated with different confidence measures in a document, as in outputs of HMM and SVM based systems, we chose the greatest value among them. For example, if HMM had identified in a document two occurrences of blood as a specimen with confidence measures of 0.7 and 0.9, we would have listed blood as a recognized specimen associated with a confidence measure of 0.9. Since the CRF based system did not produce confidence measures, we used our frequency metric in Equation (1) as a proxy confidence measure for CRF.

We compared the sets of entities obtained from all systems against our gold standard. When the outputs did not exactly match to the gold standard phrases (e.g., whole blood) but contained necessary and sufficient parts of these phrases (e.g., blood sample) we evaluated them as true positives. For each of the four systems, we calculated the mean precision, recall and *F*-measure per entity type over all 47 runs.

There were two different modes of evaluation: Uniform and weighted. Under the uniform evaluation mode, we considered all predictions are equally valid and weighed them equally. Under the weighted evaluation mode, we weighed every prediction proportional to their corresponding confidence measures. For example, if a system labeled serum, plasma and blood as specimen names with confidence measures 0.9, 0.8 and 0.7, respectively and the gold standard specimen name was serum, the tally is 1 true positive and 2 false positives under the uniform evaluation mode and 0.9 × 1 = 0.9 true positive and 0.7 × 1 + 0.8 × 1 = 1.5 false positives under the weighted evaluation mode. We computed the final precision, recall and *F*-measure results as the arithmetic mean of the tallies obtained from all documents.

We associated each precision, recall and *F*-measure with a 95% confidence interval (CI), which we computed through a non-parametric bootstrap method called bias-corrected, accelerated percentile intervals\[[@ref54]\] using the package boot in R.\[[@ref55]\] For the scores where CIs were overlapping, we computed statistical significance based on Wilcoxon paired signed test with adjustments as suggested by Pratt\[[@ref56]\] using the package coin in R.\[[@ref57]\] *F*-measure is the harmonic mean of recall *R* and precision *P*, i.e., 2 *RP* (*R* + *P*).

RESULTS {#sec1-5}
=======

The box-and-whisker plot in [Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"} presents the token distribution characteristics (by quartiles) of the four entity types over the 47 documents, where the black diamond in each box denotes the mean count of entity tokens per document. Note that a document in our test corpus contains a total of 2711 tokens in average.

![Token count of each entity type per document in the dataset](JPI-4-23-g008){#F3}

Among the four entity types, the unit of measure was the highest and the detection limit was the lowest in token counts per document. Units were used to convey information about various measurements (hence, plenty of them); whereas, the detection limit was a very specific measure with very low prevalence -- more than a quarter of the documents did not contain it at all. The mean detection limit token count was 2.4 per document. With the exception of three documents, which didn't contain any unit of measure, all documents contained the remaining two entity types, namely analyte and specimen.

Tables [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} present experimental results in terms of the mean recall, precision, *F*-measure and their 95% CIs over 47 runs under the uniform and weighted evaluation modes, respectively. The highest score and the associated 95% CI boundaries in a given row were highlighted with a bold font if its differences from the scores of the other three systems in the same row were statistically significant (*P* \< 0.05).

###### 

Performance (in %) of methods under uniform evaluation mode
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###### 

Performance (in %) of methods under weighted evaluation mode
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The results in the uniform evaluation mode \[[Table 3](#T3){ref-type="table"}\] show that in all information extraction tasks SIE performed better than the other three systems in precision and *F*-measure and the performance differences were statistically significant. CRF was consistently the second best performer on those measures, but the precision differences between SIE and CRF in all four tasks was on average 30.1%, ranging from 19.3% to 62.5%. The recall performance differences were not statistically significant on all tasks other than on the analyte extraction task.

We labeled the lower bound of the 95% CI of SIE\'s recall for analyte extraction with N/A since we could not estimate it due to the lack of any false negative instance in this experiment. SIE clearly outperformed the other three systems on this task on all three measures \[Tables [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"}\].

Machine learning systems scored higher on specimen and units of measure extraction tasks compared to the other two tasks. Specimens and units of measures are easily detectable in the text because the sets of all potential specimens and units are well-constrained. Detection limit extraction requires recognition of a numeric quantity, which is usually followed by a unit of measure. But not every measurement refers to the detection limit of the device. Although CRF and HMM found correct units of measures with high recall rates, they experienced difficulties in discerning relevant ones among a sheer number of irrelevant units of measures. Similarly, decimal numbers, each potentially a detection limit, are easily recognizable in text, but labeling every decimal numbers as detection limits were non-informative. No system was quite competent in extracting detection limit information and SVM could not identify any of those limits. SIE\'s performance on this task was balanced as indicated by relatively high *F*-measure. Compared to SIE, none of machine learning systems did well on any of the four tasks in *F*-measure.

When we compare the precisions of these systems on three tasks, analytes, unit of measure and detection limit extraction, we observe that the lowest precision of SIE (41% on detection limit extraction) was higher than the highest precision of the rest (37.1% on analyte extraction by CRF). Their average precision on those three tasks was 18.2%, where CRF was the best performer with 30.7% average precision, followed by SVM (13.0%) and HMM (10.9%).

[Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"} shows the weighted mean recall, precision, *F*-measure and their 95% CIs. Note that the CRF-based system in this study did not produce confidence measures. We applied our frequency metric in Equation (1) to CRF results as a proxy for confidence measures. We designed SIE to produce a single prediction per entity type, unless the resulting scores of the most likely candidates were identical (i.e., were equally ranked). Even when that exception occurs, weighted average calculation would produce the same results as the uniform mode because every candidate would be weighed with the same coefficient 1; hence, its results in Tables [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#T4){ref-type="table"} are identical.

In the uniform evaluation mode, all coefficients (weights) were 1 in counting the total of true and false positives; whereas in the weighted mode, the confidence measures of machine learning systems ranged between 0 and 1, substituting the uniform coefficients. Consequently, the recall rates were slightly lowered for the three machine learning systems as seen in [Table 4](#T4){ref-type="table"}. On the other hand, the weighted evaluation yielded more favorable precision and *F*-measure results for those systems. With the exception of one case (HMM\'s detection limit performance), weighted evaluation increased the precision values of all learning systems across all tests. It also improved *F*-measures of all learning systems on all tasks except the detection limit extraction. These improvements were most prominent for the CRF system, where we applied our frequency metric to compensate its lack of confidence measures. The most extreme demonstrative case happened on the unit of measure task, where CRF\'s recall rate decreased by 1.3% while its precision rate improved by 30%. Using our frequency metric as its confidence measures, CRF erased the *F*-measure and precision superiority of SIE in extracting unit-of-measure information, but their performance difference was not statistically significant. On the other tasks, SIE maintained its statistically significant superiority (with *p* \< 0.01 in overlapping CIs).

DISCUSSION {#sec1-6}
==========

SIE could recognize all analytes in the test data with a very high precision rate, mainly because SIE embodied a detection method for the headers and boundaries of document sections. Given the fact that many documents in the test set comprised a section with either an analyte or a measurand header, SIE did not have difficulty recognizing analyte names in those sections of the test data. Although all learning systems of this study were equipped with various NLP tools, none of them had an ability to perform a document structure analysis. Furthermore, SIE was the only system of this study that could utilize a large list of potential analytes. Because of these disparities, there was no real contest between SIE and machine learning systems on this task.

Limited training data and sparse feature set make rare or unseen entities in the documents too hard to find for any machine learning system. It also was the case for the three machine learning systems of this study. For example, while SIE was able to detect specimens in the following example, no machine learning system could do so: "Clinician-collected female endocervical and male urethral swab specimens, patient-collected vaginal swab specimens (in a clinical setting) and male and female urine specimens".

Unlike specimen names, units of measures and detection limits did not collocate with analytes in the test data. Thus, extracting their information (relative to extracting specimen information) was far more difficult for SIE. In some documents, identifying them was quite challenging even for human experts.

Units of measures tend to have easily discernible patterns; thus, the machine learning methods had high recall rates on this task, but they dramatically failed on the same task in precision as they mistakenly predicted too many irrelevant units of measures, which were of interest for other analytes in other documents in the training data. HMM and CRF models of this study employed first- and second-order dependencies, respectively. Low precision scores of HMM models on labeling unit of measures could be associated with their suboptimal dependency structures. The failures of SVM models were surprising since SVMs are usually capable of detecting higher order dependencies with relatively low computational complexity.

Extracting detection limit usually requires the collocated unit-of-measure information. Therefore, the success in extracting unit of measure is expected to be the upper bound for extracting detection limit information. Since only less than three-fourth of decision summaries contained a detection limit and given the small training set, extracting the detection limit information was too difficult for all learning systems. Furthermore, they were not equipped with learning relevant numeric quantities from documents, especially if the text is saturated with numbers and measures most of which were not of interest. On this task, SVM failed completely and HMM\'s precision was slightly better than SVM\'s. Although CRF did well relative to the other learning systems and SIE performed better than CRF, none of the systems has shown competency on extracting the numeric quantity information.

Note that we developed SIE around the patterns that we observed in a separate set of decision summaries. The finite state automaton (FSA) in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} reflects those patterns. Furthermore, SIE had benefited from our context analysis and associated document sections with the degree of relevancy. None of these information pieces was available to the machine learning systems, yet they could compete with SIE despite the small training sample that we could afford to build. Therefore, the success of machine learning systems should not be judged solely on absolute performance metrics. These same systems could perform in another context at least as well as in this study without much retuning --- we cannot claim the same for SIE.

Would there be a statistically significant improvement of any machine learning system performance, if we could afford to double the training size? Based on the experimental results reported in the literature,\[[@ref48]\] the answer is: Unlikely.

There were certain elements of SIE that were not specific to the study; e.g., document structure analysis, using sections as features, associating those features with decision thresholds, using external information or corpora to serve filters and trigger events, ranking candidates by their frequencies in the document, using collocations to relate separate entities such as numbers and units. All these characteristics of SIE were effective elements in this study and can easily be incorporated with any of these three learning systems of this study.

Conversely, SIE could benefit from machine learning methods as well. Note that SIE\'s candidate ranking was rather ad hoc and might be suboptimal. SIE\'s performance could be improved if its candidate ranking method were parameterized optimally through learning from data.

The results suggest that machine learning systems can be optimized further by utilizing linguistic tools and methods more extensively. Even though all machine learning systems of this study came with NLP tools with varying degrees of sophistication, none was sophisticated enough to outperform SIE. SIE was clearly superior to others in analyte information extraction because, unlike others, SIE was equipped with a rudimentary, yet sufficient technique for document structure analysis and a large corpus of potential analytes for filtering the results.

On the other hand, it is also important not to read too much in the success of SIE in this study. Because, unlike the machine learning systems, SIE was tailored specifically for these tasks and it was sensitive to the characteristics of this particular corpus. For example, as FDA\'s way of writing decision summaries changes over time, we would expect some degradation in SIE\'s performance unless its algorithm is revised or retuned. Obviously, the same applies to the machine learning systems to a lesser degree as they would require new training data.

Although the performance of SIE may not be permanent and would be influenced by the changes of the corpus characteristics over time, the underlying methods of SIE and how to implement them successfully are the lasting features of this study. These methods, especially the metrics, can be used in similar tasks of information extraction from different biomedical corpora.

CONCLUSION {#sec1-7}
==========

We developed a SIE method to extract four different types of diagnostic laboratory test information (Interested parties should contact the first author to obtain a copy of code to study). We evaluated SIE on this task along with three distinct machine learning methods, CRFs, SVMs, and HMMs. Evaluation results show that the machine learning methods competed well with varying degrees of success against SIE despite the small and sparse training data with little or no tuning. In particular, CRF, whose results we adjusted with our frequency metric in the weighted evaluation mode, performed better than SIE in extracting units of measures. On the other hand, this study also shows that a generic machine learning system may not outperform a well-tailored symbolic method in detecting more complex named entities and their relevancies.

This study scratches the surface of the BMIE problem for some diagnostic laboratory test entities (analytes, specimens, units of measures and detection limits) for the first time in the literature. Detecting such entities properly is an important first step for extracting laboratory information from literature and narrative clinical reports.

This study demonstrates the importance and the difficulties of identifying relevancy (e.g., the right units of measures and the right numeric quantities) among a multitude of candidates. It also highlights that it is not reasonable to successfully train a learning system with rare and complex features such as "clinician-collected female endocervical and male urethral swab specimens" without constructing a semi-sophisticated linguistic model.

The results strongly suggest that the developers of the next generation computational linguistic learning systems should not ignore the document structure analysis and use document sections as features to be associated with the outcome of interest. They should also be cognizant of the potential symbiosis between symbolic and machine learning methods. Finally, we must also note that structure-learning methods have potentials to learn patterns in FSAs directly from data, but whether they can produce SIE like systems automatically is still an open question.
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